
Customer satisfaction
Deliver the maximum user experience 

in your website or application

Stable revenue �ow
Avoid downtime and lost business

Assured information distribution
Keep everyone well informed

Improved cost e�ectiveness
You pay only for the capacity you need

Business benefits

complete review of performance, 
including test execution and
suggestions for improvements

training and workshoprecurrent tests in existing
performance testing frameworks

Our portfolio includes:

As digital products become an increasing presence in our lives, the pressure is on to provide improvements in both 
system speeds and user experience. Error-prone websites and long response times can give even the most innovative 
company a bad reputation and make once-loyal customers flee to competitors. Performance testing is crucial to 
ensure continued user satisfaction, even during peak traffic periods and maintenance. Still, it doesn’t make good 
business sense to pay for overcapacity – the trick is to optimize your website or app to meet your specific needs. 
Performance testing gives you the control you need to deliver the digital experience that your customers want.

Get a head start on your competitors

System Verification delivers a direct status report that 
tells you whether your website, intranet or mobile ap-
plication is ready for release and can perform under ex-
pected loads. You also have the possibility to test the sys-
tem continuously to avoid problems during updates and 
maintenance procedures. Do you suspect that your cur-
rent IT system isn’t up to scratch? Performance testing 
can be the solution. System Verification’s performance 
experts will work with you to find problems and achieve 
optimal system performance.

What are your critical scenarios?

Every company has unique requirements on website or app 
performance. For example, a site needs to handle temporary 
load peaks at certain times; a real-time system must have 
100% reliability; or an application is expected to deliver specific 
response times during normal loads. System Verification can carry 
our performance testing for a range of application areas, such as: 

• Online product catalogues 

• Appointment booking systems

• Campaigns and event ticket releases

• Surveys and voting services 

• Ordering and payment processes

• Bank transactions

Performance testing:
take the path to a positive user experience 

www.systemverification.com

• Order management 

• Mobile apps

• Control systems

• Real-time systems

• Medical equipment

focus on the user



100% performance experts 

• Detailed report
• Concrete suggestions for action
• Excellent references
• Set price for proof of concept

• Tool-independent
• Up to date in performance testing skills and knowledge
• Fast project start-up 
• Clear working process

Start with a proof of concept

Performance testing always begins with a so-called proof of 
concept, where we review the requirements on the IT system, 
select tools, and define the test environment and user scenarios. 
The scenarios are run to determine the specific approach and 
time required to complete performance testing. Here, customer 
involvement is particularly important. The better our communi-
cation, the more effective the project will be. Proof of concept 
results in a test plan, which serves as the basis for our quote for 
completing the performance testing phase. 

Continue with a full-scale performance testing

In this step, we prepare the test environment, design and run 
performance tests for the agreed-upon scenarios, using the 
tools we selected earlier. The test plan specifies the tests to run. 
The client then receives a complete report, which we review 
together in a workshop.

Move ahead with problem-solving and new tests

Once the test report for performance testing is finished, it is 
turned over to the client’s developers, who address defects in the 
software. Then an iterative process begins, with regression tests 
to verify the solution against the requirements. 

Ensure satisfactory performance levels over time

IT systems that undergo continuous development and updates 
are always susceptible to unwanted effects on performance. 
To ensure satisfactory performance levels over time, continuous 
regression testing is a must. Regression testing is run at regular 
intervals, using existing test scenarios, or for example in 
connection with a new release or application updates. The results 
are compared to requirements and previous test sessions to pro-
vide direct indicators of any deterioration in performance. 

www.systemverification.com

Benefit from the most popular tools on the market

We keep ourselves up to date about the latest and best tools in 
performance testing, and ensure that our consultants are highly 
competent in using the most popular tools in the industry, such 
as Microsoft® Performance Tester, Apache JMeter™, SoapUI®, 
HP Loadrunner and IBM® Rational® Performance Tester. 

Get lasting improvements with training 
and workshops

It is also possible to train your own staff. Our course, “Performance 
Testing of Web Applications”, is ideal for developers or testers 
who want to gain more understanding and skills in creating 
load tests and test environments for complex web applications. 
We also offer tailor-made workshops for specific customer needs 
in performance testing. 

Time plan and prices

You will always be offered a clear time plan and a set price for 
the proof of concept. The time required for full-scale performance 
testing will depend on the system’s complexity and stability as 
well as the scope of the project and available resources. The proof 
of concept provides the basis for the prices offered for full-scale 
performance testing. 

Why System Verification?

We are Sweden’s largest independent provider of software testing 
and quality assurance for IT systems, with highly specialised QA 
experts serving clients in a variety of sectors such as finance, IT, 
telecom, life science, security, retail, defence and the automotive 
industry. We have Scandinavia’s highest certification rate in 
ISTQB® and we are certified according to ISO 9001.

For more information, please contact:
Henrik Sällman, Division Manager Managed Services
+46 73 661 28 75 • henrik.sallman@systemverification.com
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Our process consists of four well-defined steps designed to result in your ideal solution.

Proof of concept Execution of tests Problem-solving Recurrent tests

Step by step for an ideal solution


